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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of multi-point boundary value problems for ordinary differential 
equations has been remarkably developed. The case of linear boundary value pro-
blems involving the fundamental properties of the Green's function was investigated 
by J . Tamark in , [1], and M. Gregus, [2], [3]. Theorems on the uniqueness which 
in the linear case means also the existence, of a solution to the interpolation problem 
by means of a Lipschitz condition were established by Ch. J. de la Vallee Pouss in 
in [4]. His result for the third order non-linear differential equation was improved 
by G. Casadei in [5]. A method how to apply the uniqueness results to the existence 
of a solution to the non-linear interpolation problem has been developed by A. La-
sota, Z. Opial in [6]. The same authors touched the mentioned problem in a series 
of papers. Here only [7] will be mentioned. The continuous dependence on the initial 
conditions connected with an approximation method was used in the proof of the 
existence of a solution to a non-linear multi-point boundary value problem in [8] 
by S. Cinquini . 
As to the related topics, many papers deal with the multi-point boundary value 
problems for differential systems. First of all it is necessary to mention the paper [9] 
by R. Conti containing some general theorems on the existence of a solution to such 
problems and distinguishing by a comprehensive bibliography. A uniqueness result 
was given by M. Svec in [10]. The papers [11], [12] by M. U r a b e deal with the men-
tioned problems from a numerical analysts standpoint of view. In a series of papers, 
I. T. K igu radze has been interested in the investigation of the singular boundary 
value problems. Here only the paper [13] is mentioned. 
The present paper will deal with the three-point interpolation problem for a third 
order non-linear differential equation. I t will be based on the theory presented in [3] 
and will contain inquiry into the properties of the Green's function connected with 
that problem. By means of the Schauder and Banach fixed point theorems an 
existence theorem as well as a theorem guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness 
of a solution to such a boundary value problem will be given. These theorems do not 
follow from the results in [6] by means of [5] nor are contained in the paper [8], 
The result will be applied to a disconjugacy criterion for the third order linear 
differential equation which is independent on the criterion given in [14]. 
1, First, the following problem will be considered. Given three numbers ax < 
< a2 < a3 and a function r e OoK&i, % » (throughout the paper only real functions 
will be taken into consideration), to find the solution of 
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(1) Vm = r(x), y(at) = y(a2) = y(a3) -= 0. 
By the results of [3], the following lemmas hold. 
Lemma 1, (See Theorem 1, [3], p. 50). For an arbitrary point te(akj ak+i)y k = 1, 2, 
there exists a function Gk = Gk(x, t) with the following properties: 
BG 
1. Qk, -rr- = f̂cr are continuous functions of x in (at, a3>. 
P)2/-jf 
2. =-= (̂ jfcica; w continuous in x everywhere in <a i 5 a3> ivi(^ ̂ e exception of t ox2 
where Qkxx(t + 0, t) — G W * — 0, *) = 1. 
3. Qk as a function of x is a solution of y'" = 0 in the intervals <ai, t), (t, a3> and 
satisfies the boundary conditons from (1). 
4. The function Qk is uniquely determined by the properties 1., 2., and 3. 
Lemma 2 (See Theorem 2, [3], p. 52). The solution y of the problem (1) is given by 
2 «*+1 
*&e formula y(x) = ]£ f Qk(x> t) r(t) dt, at <J x < a 3. 
Lemma 1 yields the explicit form of the functions Gk, k = 1, 2. When ai < t < a2f 
[ (x — av) [(c2(t) x + c3(0], a t ^ a: < ̂  
(2) ©!(*, t) = ^ 
l MO (x — a2) (x — a3), t < x < a3, 
where 
.<.. , m < t — « i ) 2 
(3) c,(<) = 2(a3 — ai) (a2 — «i) 
c2(«) = c,(0—•\, 
-w 
C 3 ^ ^ "97^ TTTn ^T ttai — «2 — a3) *2 + 2a2a3e — a^a^]. 
Z{a3 — ai) \a2 — ai) 
Further if a2 < t < a3> 
(# — a^ (a; — a2), aj < x < t ( c4(ł) i 
\(x —, 
(4) ff2(ít, 0 = _ 
• a3)[cs(t) x + c6(t)l t < a; g a3. 
Here 
(5) C40-- ( < ~ a 3 ) 2 2(a3 — aO (a3 — a2) ' 
C5(*) = C 4 ( * ) + y , 
Ce(0 = 2(a3-a1)(«3-^27
 t(ai + a i - a*> '2 - 2 a ^ ' + «**& 
From (2), (4) the equalities 
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2c2(t) x + [c3(0 — aiCz(t)l at£x ^t 
(6) Glx(x, t) = ' 
ci(0 (2x — a2 — a3), t <x <a3l 
{2c2(0, aг <*X <t 2ci(í), t < x § a3, ax 
and 
( c4(0 (2a; — ax — a2), «i S .r < t 
2cs(t) x + [c6(t) — a3c5(t)l t^x<a*t 
!2c 4 (0 , cti < x < t 
2c$(t), t < x < a3, a2 < £ < a3 
follow. 
Now, the properties of the functions Gx, #2 and of their derivatives will be studi-
ed. From (2), (3), (4), and (5) it follows that for any x, a% rg x <£ a2, 
(8) lim Gi(f, 0 - — 4 - ^ ~ ^ - (* — ai) (x — a2) = lim G2(£, I) 




1 a? — a, 
(9) lim 6?j(f, 0 = o - <* ~~ a2> & ~ a3> = l i m ^ 2 ^ ' * ) i f a2 < * < a3. 
| - > * -& # 3 « 1 *-** 
t-+a2~ t-y-aS 
Further 




Similarly, from (6), (7), with the help of (3) and (5), we get the equalities 
1 a3 — a2 
(11) lim <?!*(£,*) = —-_- (2s—a,. — a j = l i m f e ( ^ ) , a 1 < a: g a2 
£->* -5 # 3 # 1 | _^ i -
t-^a2- <-xj2
+ 
(12) lim Gizfa t) = - - — - (2x — a2 — 2<fc>) = lim Gix(£, t) when a2 < x sC d3. 
£->s l a3 — «i A_>CT "~~ 
t-+a2~ t-*-a2
+ 
Also for all x, ax < a; < a3, 
(13) Hm GWf, 0 = 0, 1% Q2z(l t) *~= 0. 
Finally, for ai < a; < a2 
(14) lim Glxx(£, t) = — - ^ l A = i i m 6W(I , 0, 




(15) lim Olxx(^ t) = a*IZ2L =.- lim G2zz(€, t),a2<x<a3. 
I-** #3 «1 l-KT 
The relations 
(16) Mm GizziS, 0 = 0 for a, < a? < a3, lim G2XX(£, t) = 0, at ^ x < a3 
can be also verified. 
Thus, by put t ing 
«i ^ # ^ ^3> a\ < t < a2 
'(*, t) = J 
l Gy*, t), 
(17) »(a 
&i ^ # ^ #3> «2 < t < a3 
and defining 0(xp t) a t the points (x, a2), (x, ax), (x, a3) by means of the limits (8), 
(9), (10) we get t ha t the function O = 0(x, t) is continuous on D = <«i, a3} x 
dO 
X <ai, a3>. The equalities (6), (7), together with (11), (12), (13), show tha t——-
d20 
is also continuous on D. As to-^ ,— , from (6), (7), as well as (14), (15), (16), it 
ox2 
follows tha t this function is continuous on D with the exception of the points (t, t). 
^ ^ - , d20(t + 0, t) B20(t — 0, t) 1 , at < l < a3, whereby ^ J _ i _ i - L_^_-!_^- = 1 a i < t < a3). 
ax2 ox2 
Consider the sign of the functions 0,—=—,-~—.- • First, d(t) > 0, a\ < t < a2, 
gives tha t Oi(x, t) < 0 for a2 < x < a3, a\ < t < a2, and 0\(x, t) > 0 if t < x < a2, 
«i < t < a2. B y a continuity argument c2(t) < 0 (a\ < t < a2) implies tha t Ox(x, t) > 
> 0 for a i < x < t < a2. Similar s tatements hold for 02. Thus 
(18) 0(x, t) > 0 when ax < x < a2, and 0(x, t) < 0 for a2 < x < a3, ax <t < a3. 
The above inequalities for c\, c2 together with c4(t) < 0, c5(t) > 0 (a2 < t < a3) 
lead to the inequalities 
_ c20(x. t) , d2G(x,t) 
(19) ~ < 0. «i < x < t and — - i — ^ - > 0, t < x < a3, ax <t <a3. 
(JX2 ' ~ ox2 
aO 
The situation with the sign of ~^~- is more complicated. Considering the sign 
of C\ and c4, we get 
. ^ , dG(x< t) a2 + a3 , a\ + a2 
(20) —v-^— < 0 for l < x < - - — - ^ , «! < t < a2 and -LZ1_
 2 < # < J, a2 < * < a3; 
dO(x, t) a2 + a3 ^ax + a2 
—__ > o i o r __— — < # < a3 , &i < £ ^k a2 and ai < x < — - ^ — ,a2 ^ t <a3. 
CX Zi _w 
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SG 
As to the behaviour of~=—m the domain a. < x < t, ax < t <_ a 2, from the in-ox 
equalities —^+1^1 > o ? — ± L ^ L < 0 for a! < t < a 2 , with regard to (19), it 
ox ox 
follows t h a t for any t, a\ < t < a 2 , there is exact ly one X\ = xx(t), with a x < xx < t 
, . ^ dG(xx(t)J) such t h a t ~ r - - — - = 0 and 
dx 
(21) — p ~ L < 0 if #1 < x < t, and —-----— > 0 when a, < a? < ^ , ax < t < a 2 . 
ox ox 
-r , - • 9 6 ? u • -i . x,. 3<?(M) In the domain t < x < a3,a2 <_ l < a 3 — shows similar properties. First, — ^ 
< 0 for a 2 _g < < a 3 . On the other hand, by (20), — ^ l ^ L > 0. By a simple 
, , .- * *i • d 2 3^(03, 0 ^ ,_ ^ , ^ , . 3#(a 3 , a 3) 
calculation we get t h a t _--- _ < 0, a2 < t ^ a3, and, since- — dt
2 dx ' 3a; 
— o, -lL— > 0 for all L a 2 < t < a3. Taking (19) into consideration, we come 
ox 
to the conclusion t h a t for any t, a2 < t < a3, there exists exactly one x2 — x2(t), 
with t < x2 < a3, such t h a t - A-i.-_.-L_ = 0, a n d 
ex 
(22) ° -•-— < 0 for t < x < :r2. and -~- > 0 for x2 < x < a 3 , a 2 < t < a 3 . 
dx ox 
t 
For each t. ax < t < a 2 , from < -= - ^ - < df, in view of (3), (6), we get 
(IX J ox2 
xx{t) 
/ O Q , m «2 + «3 , 1 (a2 + a3 \ 
( 2 3 ) ^ ^ 2 • h 2 c 2 ( r ) ( 2 -*) 
and Xi(t) = ----- . 7 r-, r (t — a2) (t — a3) > 0 for a, < t <a2. Hence 
4c_j(f) (a2 — ai) (a3 — ai) 
«! = x^aj) < xT(t) < ^i(a 2) = —- , ax < t < a 2 . F u r t h e r #j(t) = y?(t) -y;(t), 
Zi 
2(a 3 — ai) (a2 — ai) ^ 
where a»(n = -— — —- — for ax < t < a2 
r W— «<i)2 — («3 — «i) («2 — «i)P ~~ "~ 
аnd y(0 = (* — -^-~——) [(* — aj)2 — ( a 3 — a,) (a2 — a . ) ] — 2(* — ai) (l — a2) (* — 
— a3), ax ^ t ^ a 2 . Since -y/'(t) = — 6 ( l — — — J > 0 and tp'(a2) = 0, the ine­
quality tp'(t) < 0 must hold for ax < t < a2 and finally, using xp(a2) = 
-W 
(a2 — ai) > 0, we get t h a t tp(t) > 0 for ai < t < a 2 . Thus x\(t) < 0 and if tx = ^(ic) 
is the inverse function of xt, we have 
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(24) Og * ! ( * ) _ * <;x — auav g x <* - — ^ • 
Similarly, we can find that x2(t) ^ ? ~
l J ^ + — - — h^--^—) , a2 < 
-- * ^4(1) + I \ I J 
<t <a3. Hence (̂f) = ——---— J i ~
 a* f ~ ai) - > 0 fora2 < / < a3. Thus 
~~ [2c4(t) + I]
2 ( a 3 — a i ) ( a 3 — a 2 ) 
a2 + a3 
x2(a2) = r — ^ #2W § ir2(a3) — a3 for a2 <t <*a3. After some calculations we 
obtain a$(*) - o>(f) p(Q, where e»(«) = ~~ ^ f t ^ ^ ^ ^ V T " Tn < ° f o r 
[(* — a3)
2 — (a3 — ai) (a3 — a2)]
3 
a2 £ t < a3 and o(t) = it —
 ? - L ~ ~ ) [(' — «3>2 — («3 — ax) (a3 — a2)] — 2(t — a^ . 
. (t — a2) (t ~ a3), a2<,t^a3. Q*(t) = — 6 it — ̂ ^ ? j < 0 and e'(a2) = 0 imply 
that Q'(t) < 0 for a2 < t g a 3 . This, together with p(a2) < 0, gives that p(t) < 0 for 
a2 <lt <£ a3 and so, ^(O > 0 in the same interval. When t2 = £2(#) is the inverse 
function of x2, by the last inequality and #2(̂ 3) = 1, we have 0 <^ x — t2(x) g a 3 — 
a2 + a3 
— Xf — g ^ ^ a 3 . 
Before going to the next lemma, let us consider the solution y0 o£y
m = 1, y(at) = 
=-= y(a2) = y(a3) = 0. Bv a straightforward calculation we get y0(x) = —- (x — a{\. 
* ' " ' • o 
. (a; — a2) (x — a3), 3 (̂3) = — x
2 — —- (a, + a2 + a3) £ + ~—(ala2 + ata3 + a2a3), 
1 4 
#0(.r) = .r -~ (ai + a2 + a3). Since for ax <Lx <>a3 ~ -~ (a3 — a t)
3 ^ (a: — a t)
2 . 
4 
. (a — a3) <£ #(a;, a2) = (.r — ai) (# — a2) (.r — a3) g (x — a,) (# — a3)
2 g - — (a3 — 
—- ai)3, the inequality 
2 
(25) I y0(*) I ^ -gj- («3 — at)
3, « i ^ ^ « 3 
is true. From the inequality y0(x) < 0 (.VoM > 0) which is valid for at <J x < 
< — (ai + a2 + a3) I —- (a\ + a2 + a3) < .r < a31 it follows that it is sufficient to 
estimate | y0(x) | only at the points x — ax, x = — (ax + a2 + a3), a^= a3. But 
//o(«t) = -~r (a3 — aj) (a2 — ar) g — (a3 — ax)
2, y0(a3) = — (a3 — a^ . (a3 — a2) g 
3 
-S -g- (a3 — ai)2 and 0 > ^0 I 3 I = #0 I — 2 — )
 + J y°^ ~ 
«t + a2 
1 1 1 ^~2~" 
~ 2T *a2 """""ax)1 — -Q- (^ — «i)2 > — y («3 —- «i)2- Thus 
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(26) | y'0(x) | g -L («3 _ a,)*, ax<,x^a,. 
Lemma 3. For the function G, given by (17), thz following estimations hold: 
(27) i\G(x,t)\dt^-~(a,-ax)\ 
1 1 - 2 ^ / 
ax 
át < — (a3 — aO
2, 
(29) f I - - ^ — | dt < ~ (a3 — a,), a, £ * :£ a,. 
«1 
Proof. On the basis of (18), J | G(x, t) \ dl = e J G(x, t) dt where e = 1 or —I, 
« i *-. 
according as at < x < a2, or a2 < x < a3, respectively. By Lemma 2, I #(#, t) dt = 
« i 
= ,Vo(#), a! < a; ^ a3. Thus (27) follows from (25). 
As to the estimation of the left-hand side of (28), by the inequalities (20), (21), 
(22), considering the properties of the functions xx, x2, we have to investigate the 
following 3 cases: 
ax + a2 a2 + a3 f dG(x, t) 
a> r—~ < x < • . Then I ^ 
2 - - 2 ) \ dx 
dt = — y$(x) and (26) implies (28). 
ài 
+ «з 
b. a, ^ a; <-i^ i+f* . B y t h e inequalities (20), (21), (22), f \J^J} 
2 J j ox 
ax 
tx{x) x 
= Vo(x) — 2 | Gi*(x>l) d t U s i n g (6)> w e h a v e — 2 I #-*(*> l)dt = 4:1— 
a l * 1 
tr 
\ f 2 (# — a,)3 /«2 4- «3 \ 
— a; ci(0 ctt = — — — - - — 4 - J — x . From the equality Glx(x, t) = ,/J 3 (a2 — a ! ) ( a 3 —aj) \ 2 / 
« i 
.r 
= Gixx(€, t) d£ = 2c2(0[« — xx(t)], by means of (3), (23) we obtain 
*i(0 
~ 2 J <?-.,-.(*, 0 d* = — j \(a3 — a,) (a2 — a,) — (t — alr>] . [x — 
J (a3 — ax) \a2 — a\) j 
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- *i(*)] dl S ( ^ _ ^ _ _ Mas - «i) (aa - aO - ( x _ a i ) 2 ] . [x _ ^ w ] . 
• [ h ( x ) ~X]=Z l ^ ^ 2 ( o 7 = ^ * ( " ^ i P - - * ) ( * - a * ) 2 PiW - *] what is, by 
( 2 4 ) , <-- 1 . (..^ + ^ . _ ^ {x-atf. 
K h ~ (az — al)(a2 — al) \ 2 /
 v 1 ; 
~$| dG{x,t) ! - , , , , , 1 „ 1 , 1 
—fa' ' | d * ^ *(*) = Y ^ — y (oi + a 2 + 03) x + — (a,a2 + «i«3 + 
8 1 / a2 + a3 \ 
+ O2O3) + -x- ~~i ---•— I xl (x — ai)3. After some calculations 
3 (a2 — ax) (a3 — ax) \ 2 / 
Thus j 
we set that h"(x) — 1 (x — ax) 
r ^ ^ al + a2 
for fl]^x< 
32 / 6a! + Зa2 + Зa3 L 3 3  \ > Q 
Therefore h(x) <g max I h(ai), h j—i-+—L 1 I . g u t h(ax) = 
7= -x- (03 — «i) («2 — ax), h I —---—- I = — (a2 — ai)
2. Hence (28) is true also 
in this case. 
c # ___..___ < # ^ a 3 . Using similar considerations as in the ferogoing case we come 
« 3 c 8 
f ! 3<r(a: t) f 1 
to the inequality j ~--- d* = ^(a) — 2 02a,(a;, *) dl < ]fe(a,) = — - x
2 — 
- - -o- (01 + a-2 + %) # + — (axa2 + a ^ + a2a3) + — — — — (x — 
3 o 3 (a3 — a^ (a3 — a2) \ 
1 ^ 2 j («3 — *03- Since F(#) = 1 + — ~- ( a 3 — x) (x — 
/ (a3 — ax) (a3 — a2) \ 
) > 0 for ^±^L <X<Z<H, k(x) ^ max Vk ( ^ * ) , *(a3)l . 
The result then follows from the relations k(a3) == — (a3 — ai) (a3 — a2). 
* ( ~ 2 — ) = T ( a 8 - ^ -
Now we shall derive (29). When ax<x^a2, by (19), (6), (3) ^ ~ I & = 
J I eto2 ( 
«i 
- -%(*) + 4 f ci(0 d* = -i- (01 + «2 + 03) — a + - | - T —
( ^ ~ ^ l ) — - - - = l(x). 
J 3 3 (a2 — ax) (a3 — ax) 
ax 
Since V(x) -= J^LZL^ J> 0, l(x) ^ max [(fai), l(a2)]. l(ax) < l(a2) is 
( a 2 — a t) (a3 — ax) 
equivalent to 1 < - ^ and, thus, cannot occur. Therefore l(x) ^ l(ax) ti 
3 a 3 — ax 
<> — (a3 — »i), what implies (29). 
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2 
Зai + Зa2 + 6a3 
12 
If <h < * ^ a3> again b y ( 1 9 ) > (7)> (5)> f I ^ ^ *L | d* = yfc) — 4 f c4(.) dl £ 
2 * 
<g — (a3— ai). Thus, in both cases (29) is true. 
Let bt, i =- 1, 2, 3, be real numbers. Then the Lagrange interpolation polynomial 
(30) ^ ( z ) ^ 
(ax — a2) (ax — a3)
 2 Л з (a2 — at) (a2 — a3) 
(a; — ax). 
.(x — a3) + (a3 — ai) (a3 — Oг) 
(x — ai) (x — a2) 
represents the unique solution of the boundary value problem ym ~ 0, at <L x <La%, 
y(ai) = bt, i = 1, 2, 3. The following inequalities for yj, hold. 
Lemma 4. Let there exist constants M > 0, N>0, P > 0 such that 
Һ 
a3 — at 
^N, (31) | h | ^ if, 
Then 
(32) 
| y i ( * ) | g2Vt + P(a 3 — ax), 
Proof. The last inequality in (32) follows from 
6i(a3 — a2) — 62(a3 — ai) + 63(a2 — a^) 
(a2 — ai) (a3 — ai) (a3 — a^) 
ѓiP. 
yL(x) | <; M + N(a3— aг) + ү(a3 — al)\ 
УІ(x) = 2 
aг + a3 
6i(a
3
 — a2) — 62(a3 — ai) + 63(aг — ax) 
(a2 — ax) (a3 — ai) (a3 — a2) 
Since "i- I—i-— ) = — — , by the mean value theorem 
u\ 2 / a3 — ai 
(33) \yL(x)\ <iN + 2p\: 
ax + a3 
is true and thus we get the second inequality in (32). Using (33), we arrive to the 
inequality | yL{x) \^\yL ( ^ ~ ^ ) I +N 
a\ 4- OLг 
+ P\x l at + a3\ l*—H 
which together with | yL I —^~——- I = M + — (a3 — ax) + — (a3 — ai)
2 gives the 
first inequality (32). 
Now we are able to prove an existence theorem for the three-point boundary 
value problem. In what follows a < A will mean real numbers, M, N, P non-negative, 
Bo, R\, R2 positive numbers. 
Theorem 1, Letf = f(x, y, z, p) be a continuous function on the set B = {(x, y, z, p) : 
: a <i x g A, | y \ ^ R0, j z | <i Ru | p | g R2}. Let at, bt, i = 1, 2, 3, 6c reaZ numbers 
such that a <iat <a2 <a3 <LA, and the conditions (31) are fulfilled. Let \f(x, y, z9 
P, q)\ ^ q on B and let 
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P 2 
(34) M + N(a3 — a,) + — (a3 — a,)
2 + — q(a3 — a,)* ^ #o 
N + P(a3 — a,) + 1 g(a3 — a,)
2 § I?,, 
2 
2P +Y?(ff l3- f l l ) S-&2. 
T&ew fhe boundary value problem 
(35) jf" - f(x, y, y', y'% y(ai) - h, i = 1, 2, 3, 
has at least one solution y. Furthermore, ifyL is the function (30), the following inequ-
ities hold: 
2 1 
I y&) — yL(*)\ ^ 8 | - g(«3 — a,)
3, \y(x) — yL(x)\ < - g(a3 — a,)
2, 
2 
I */"(*) — yl(x)\ -S. "3-?(a3 — a,), a, ^ rr g a3. 
Proof. Consider the Banach space C2«al, a 3», with the norm || y II2 = -*
iax 
(III/ll? lly'll , II2/" II), where | |y || = max | y(x) |. The set K - {y e C2«ai, a3 » : 
: II y II ^ -#o, II y' II = -81, II y" II S -#2} is a closed and convex subset of C2«ai, a 3 » . 
Consider the mapping T of K into (72(<a,, a 3 » defined by 
(36) (Ty)(x) = y ^ ) + f ©(*, *) /(*, y(*), y'(t), y'(t)) dt, 
where 0 is the function (17). By Lemmas 3 and 4, for a y e E we have \(Ty) (x)\ g 
^ M + N(a3 — aj) + j (a3 — a,)
2 + A g (a3 — a,)*, |(2ty)'(s)| ^ N + I>3 — 
1 2 
' — ai) + - g(a3 — a,)
2, and |(7V)"(#)| < 2P + ~ q(a3 ~- a,). Thus, (34) implies o o 
that T maps K into itself. Also we see that the families of all functions Ty, (Ty)', 
(Ty)" satisfy the conditions of the Ascoh's Lemma and, hence, the set TE is relatively 
compact. Further T is continuous. By the Schauder Fixed-Point theorem T has 
a fixed point in E. The fixed point is a solution of the problem (35). From (36), on 
the basis of Lemma 3, the last assertion of the theorem follows. 
Corollary. Assume that f = f(x, y, z, p) is a continuous function for a fg x fj A, 
—00 < y, z, p < +00 and that there exist non-negative constants h, h\, oa, i = 0, 1, 2, 
s uch that 
(37) | / (* ,y ,2 ,p) | ^h + k0 |y !«• + *! J «!«* + *, |jp|aa 
in the domain off. Then the following statements hold: 
1. If all on < 1, i = 0, 1, 2, then any boundary value problem (35) with a <* ax < 
< a2 < #3 S -4, &*, * = 1> 2, 3, betwg arbitrary, has a solution. 
2. Ifoto = ai = a2 = 1, the last statement remains in power if 
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2 1 2 
(38) 8 1 k0(a3 — a,)* + ™ kx(a3 — ax)
2 + j k2(a3 — ax) < 1. 
3. I/a/ least? one of a.i,i = 0, 1,2, is greater than 1, then for given boundary conditions 
y(ai) = bi, i = V 2, 3, a < ai < a2 < a3 < .A ana* a aive.»i h there exists a d > 0, 
<5 = <5(a0, oc\, OL2, h, M, N, P) such that if k{ < d, i == 0, 1, 2, fAe boundary value 
problem (35) feas a£ /eas$ <me solution. 
Proof. In view of (37), in the system (34) we can put q = h + k0Rg« + kxBf
l + 
+ k2Bf. Then in the first case the inequalities (34) are true for all sufficiently great 
B0tB1,B2. In the third case, taking a fixed triple (B0, Bx, R2) such that B0> M + N. 
P 2 1 
(a3 — a,) + — (a3 — a,)
2 + -» h(a3 — axf, Ri > N + P(a3 —a,) + — h(a3 — a,)
2, 
2 
JK2 > 2P + -— h(a3 — ai), we see that (34) is satisfied for k0 = k\ = k2 = 0. By o 
a continuity argument the assertion 3. follows. 
Now we shall consider the second case. Replacing the zero values of kt, i = 0, 1, 2, 
by sufficiently small positive numbers, we may assume that all k% in (38) are positive. 
The inequality (37) with regard to a0 == ai = a2 = 1, implies that the system (34) 
is of the form 
(39) — (a3 — a,)3 [k0R0 + Jfe-JJ- + k2P2] ^B0 — [M + N(a3 — a,) + — (a3 — 
— «i)2 + -^ - (as —«i)3*] 
~ (a3 — «i)
2 [ifcò o + tiДi + ҺR2] ѓ Җ 6 
2 
g- («з — ax) [k0B0 + kxBx + k2B2] ^ P2 -
N + P(a3 _ 0 l ) + i - (a3 - a,)* *j 
2P + - | ( a 3 — «!)*] 
The characteristic equation of the matrix S of coefficients of that system is det 
S — W) -= — X2(K — y) = 0, where y = ~~- (a3 — ax)\ h + ~ fa — «i)
2 *i + 
2 
+ «- («3 — «i) &2 and U is the identity matrix. By Theorem 27, [15], p. 114, there o 
exists a vector R = (R0, Bi, B2) with positive components such that 8 R ^ yR. 
Taking a suitable multiple cR, c > 0, we can reach that yR, ̂  R — b, where the 
components of the vector R — b are given by the right-hand side of the system (39). 
Hence (39) has a positive solution (B0, Bx, B2) and the statement 2. is valid. 
Theorem 2. // all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and furthermore f fulfils 
in B a Lipschitz condition 
(40) \f(x,yuzx,pi)—f(x,y2yz2}p2)\ ^ fa | yx — y2 | + fa | zx — z2 \ + fa | px — p2\ 
where the Lipschitz constants satisfy the condition 
(41) — (a3 — ai)
3 fa + j (a3 — axf fa + - | (a3 — ax) fa < 1, 
then the boundary value problem (35) has one and only one solution y. 
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Proof. Keeping the notations from the proof of the previous theorem with the 
only exception that the Banach space Ci«flx, 03» will be provided with the norm 
|| y \\m = max (|| y | | , — (a3 — Oi) \\y' I I , ^ («3 — «i)
2 || y" | | ) , we shall have that 
E is closed, and, by (34), TE c E. Further \iyteE, Ty{ = Yiy i = 1, 2, then, in 
view of (40), (41) and Lemma 3, after denoting the left-hand side of (41) by p, we 
4 
shall obtain that each of the expressions || Yx — Y2 ||, —— (a3 — ax)\\ Y[ — Y'2 | |, 
1 „ 2 
27 (a3 —«i)
2. ii i^i — y 2 II
 i s l e s s ° r e q u a l t o g j («3—«i)3^oii2/i — ? 2 | | + 
+ -g (03 — «i)2 #i V27 (
a3 — «-) II yi — 2/i III + y («3 —«i)#2 U y <a3 — «i)2. 
II y\ — y\ II > a n d t h u s> WTyx — TyiWto^liWyi — yi Iba- By the Banach fixed 
point theorem the statement of the theorem follows. 
Corollary 1. When the functions pi e C0((a, A», i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and \ pt(x)\ <£ kit 
i = 0, 1, 2, | P3(#)| 5j .&, a <J a? ̂  A[, then (38) is a sufficient condition for the existence 
and the uniqueness of the solution of the boundary value problem 
(42) y" = p0(x) y + Pl(x) y' + p2(x) y" + Ps(x), y(at) = fc, * =- 1, 2, 3, 
where a <J «i < a2 < «3 iS -4, 6*, i = 1, 2, 3, are arbitrary numbers. 
The proof follows from the fact that for the linear differential equation in (42) ki 
can be taken as the Iipschitz constants #<, i = 0, 1,2. Then (41) and (38) are of the 
same meaning. 
By the special choice p3(x) = 0 and b{ = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, we get 
Corollary 2. T^e equation 
(43) f = Po(#) 1/ + Pi(x) y' + I>2(#) y" 
is disconjugate on each interval (ax, a3> c: <a, Ay far which (38) is Jme. 
Proof. By the previous reasonings there is no non-trivial solution of (43) having 
three zero-points in <ax, a3y. In order to exclude the existence of a non-trivial solution 
with two zero points in <ax, a3} one of them being a double zero we shall apply the 
following remark. 
2. Remark. So far we have considered the boundary value problem (35) at three 
distinct points ax < a2 < a3. The corresponding Green's function (17) G = G(x, t; 
ax, a2, a3). Now let us fix ax, a3 and let us consider the boundary value problem 
(35') y'" = f(x, y, y', yh), y(ax) = bx, y'(ax) = b[, y(a3) = 63 
or 
(35") ym = f(x, y, y', yn), y(ax) = bx, y(a3) = 63, y'(a3) = 63, 
where 6j, b3 are real numbers. After some calculations we get that the Green's func-
tions for the corresponding homogeneous problems are 
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-Ҷ«з - • O l ) 3 
(a; — «i)2(l — a3)
2, ai ^£ x < t 
(17') 0 ( # ; l; « l 5 a ь a 3 ) 
and 
(17") G(x: t: a,, a3,a3) J 
(X Ч(т 2 2 (a3 
(a 3 — 2aj) t
2 + 2a\t — a3a\ 
(x — a-i [(• 
2 ( a 3 — « i )
2 
(ŕ — a,) 2 
]• í ^ # á # 3 
2-и 
2(aз-«,)2 L].«'-š*--< 
2(a3 — a i)
2  
(a\ — 2a3) t
2 + 2a^t — axa\ 
(t — ax)
2 . 
- -} - (a; — a3)
2, t <x < a3 . 
2(a3 — a t )
2 
From (17'), (4), (5) as well as from (17"), (2), (3) it follows tha t lim G(x, t; at, a2, a3) -=-. 
a2->ax
+ 
=• G(x, t; ax, a1? a3) and lim G(x, t; aL, a2, a3) = G(x, t; a1? a3 , a3), respectively, uni-
a2—>•%" 
formly in x, t in each closed region <a1; a3) X <(ai + d, a 3) and in each closed region 
<a1? a3> X (a\, a3 — d}, respectively, for 0 < d < a3 — a i . Similar statements are 
t rue for the first and the second derivatives with respect to x of the considered func-
tions. This implies t ha t Lemma 3 is true also for the functions (17'), (17"). The La-
grange interpolation polynomial of the second degree yL> satisfying the boundary 
conditions in (35') can be obtained as a uniform limit in (a\, a3> for a2 —• a-i + of yL 
satisfying the boundary conditions uL(aO — 6j . HL(a2) = &i + b\(a2 — ax), yL(a3) = 
= b3. Similar s tatements are t rue for the first and the second derivatives of yL>. 
Thus Lemma 4 remains in power for yL>, when the condition (31) is replaced by 
(Зľ) ҺìѓM, •Ьi 
«з — a\ 
< Лr i — 
bi — bj(q3 — a,i) + b3 
Y2 (a3 — aľ) 
< P . 
In the same way, the Langrange interpolation polynomial of the second degree yL» 
satisfying the conditions in (35") is the uniform limit in (a±, a3> for a2-+ a3 — of yL 
which fulfils the conditions yL(a\) = bx, yL(a2) = b3 — b'3(a3 — a 2 ), yL(a$) = b3. 
Since yL» = lim yL, y[» = lim yL, Lemma 4 is valid for yL» when instead of (31) 
we assume 
(31") bг | á M, 
b3 — bi 
a3 — a i 
< N , 
bi — b3 + bҙ(aз — ai) 
(a3 — aг)
2 
Then Theorems 1 and 2 remain in power for the boundary value problems (35') 
and (35"), respectively, if instead of the condition (31), the inequality (3V) and (31"), 
respectively, is supposed. The same is true for Corollary to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
to Theorem 2. This completes the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 2. 
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